Appendix 7

HOW TO MAKE UP A DISINFECTANT SOLUTION

BEFORE YOU START
Always wear protective gloves and aprons as well as facial protection if there is a risk of splashing.

Refer to safety notes on product label and always check the expiry date.

Wherever possible improve ventilation in make up areas and where being used.

For All Cleaning

NOT SUITABLE FOR USE ON BLOOD SPILLS

NOTE: Make sure that the cold tap is RUNNING COLD first.
Then fill to the 1 or 2 litre line: Only add one tablet for each litre of COLD water.

Use 2 tablets for 2 litres of cold tap water.

Supply Chain Order Codes:
100’s MRB 285;
200’s MRB 751

2 LITRE FILL LINE
DILUTER FOR CHLOR-CLEAN TABLETS
1 LITRE FILL LINE
Supply Chain Order Code: MRB 278

Available Chlorine
1,000 ppm

Use 1 tablet for 1 litre of cold tap water.

Use with disposable paper towels/cloths or mops to clean and disinfect surfaces or floors.

Discard any remaining or used solution by flushing down the sink or sluice with plenty of cold water. Flush both before and after discarding.

Keep the diluter for next use.

Always
- Always make a fresh solution every shift.
- Store in accordance with COSHH regulation.
- Always use in a ventilated area.
- Make up to the correct solution strength.
- Use cold tap water.
- Dispose of used Personal Protective Equipment according to local policy.

Never
× Never shake the container to mix.
× Use directly on urine or vomit.
× Never mix with hot water.
× Never mix with any chemical or any other cleaning agent.
× Never use in a spray bottle.

Issue Date: July 2017

*CHLOR-CLEAN is manufactured by Guest Medical Limited of Aylasford, Kent. 01622 791895